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Welcome to the Steem Augmented Reality World!You can get your Coins for free on your phone. No
need to register or download. Just click on 'Click here to get your coins' and you will be redirected to

SponsorPay. Once you are on the page, click on "Get your Coins". In Smeets Augmented Reality
World, virtual items are currently available at the rate of 50 STEEM per Token (100 STEEM = 1 Smeet

Token) from the Merchandise shop. A merch shop is being planned for the future. Your Microsoft,
Skype, Facebook or Apple ID are required to redeem Microsoft Points, Skype Points, Facebook Credits
or Apple dollars in Smeet Coins. For example, 50 Skype Points cost about 10 cents. Smeet Coins can

be used for all fun and exciting things in the Smeet Multiuser Social Network, such as creating
custom avatars and rooms, inviting friends, sending texts or playing games together. You can also
earn Coins by following Smeet on Facebook or by inviting your friends. Coins are not used to buy

advertising, personalized avatars or any other in-game services. Smeet was launched in 2014, the
unique thing is that it can be played completely free of charge. Users earn Points for taking part in

local advertising offers. In addition, users can earn more Points by inviting their friends to Smeet and
connecting them on Skype, Facebook or even via telephone. The people who earn Coins by

participating in local offers earn them. These are just a kind of bonus for their regular game play. The
people who get their friends to join in earn more Coins by inviting them to Smeet.
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i've made a few other changes to the coin dozer, too. you can now draw coins into the top right
corner of the screen (if you want to, you can also press the coin dozer button on the bottom right to
toggle between coins and moola, or press the b button to toggle between them). you can now also
draw moola into the top left corner of the screen, and press the a button to toggle between coins

and moola. there's also a small bug that causes the coin dozer to sometimes draw the first coin in a
row to the right side of the screen. the problem is fixed by unchecking the "revert coins" option in
the "options" menu. i've made a few changes to the coin dozer, and i'm now including the moola

doodler in this version. the moola doodler is the little doodler that looks like a moola. if you press the
a button, the coin dozer will draw a moola, and if you press the b button, it will draw a coin. pressing
the a button twice will draw a bunch of coins, and pressing the b button twice will draw a bunch of

moola. (note that the coin dozer will skip drawing coins and moola if there aren't enough of them in
the screen.) you can also press the b button to toggle between coins and moola. you can also press
the b button twice to toggle between a bunch of coins and a bunch of moola. (i don't think i'll ever
get around to adding coin/moola combos that draw more than 2 coins/moola.) smeet coins can be

earned in a number of ways: you can spend real-world currency on something in the game. the more
you spend, the more coins you earn. it doesn’t cost anything to buy the coins you earn. you can

exchange items for coins in-game. spooky moon dust is the in-game currency used to buy items in
the spooky moon. the more spooky moon dust you have, the more items you can buy. you can

receive free spooky moon dust from playing the game. 5ec8ef588b
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